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ABSTRACT Fireworks algorithm (FWA) is a novel swarm intelligence algorithm recently proposed for
solving complex optimization problems. Because of its powerful global optimization ability to solve classi-
fication problems, we first present an optimization classification model in this paper. In this model, a linear
equation set is constructed according to classification problems. This optimization classification model can
be solved by most evolutionary computation techniques. In this paper, a self-adaptive FWA (SaFWA) is
developed so that the optimization classification model can be solved efficiently. In SaFWA, four candidate
solution generation strategies (CSGSs) are employed to increase the diversity of solutions. In addition, a self-
adaptive search mechanism has also been introduced to use the four CSGSs simultaneously. To extensively
assess the performance of SaFWA on solving classification problems, eight datasets have been used in
the experiments. The experimental results show that it is feasible to solve classification problems through
the optimization classification model and SaFWA. Furthermore, SaFWA performs better than FWA, FWA
variants with only one CSGS, particle swarm optimization, and differential evolution on most of the training
sets and test sets.
INDEX TERMS Classification, evolutionary classification algorithm, fireworks algorithm (FWA), self-
adaptive, optimization.
I. INTRODUCTION
Classification is a typical task in machine learning. Its aim is
to predict the labels of unseen instances using a model which
is learned from a training sets [1], [2]. Classification meth-
ods, such as support vectormachine (SVM) [3], [4], k-nearest
neighbor (KNN) [5], [6], decision tree (DT) [7], [8], artificial
neural network (ANN) [9], [10], and naive Bayesian classi-
fication (NBC) [11], [12] have been extensively studied and
applied in the past several decades. However, many of the
existing classification algorithms are deterministic, and some
of them can easily trap into local optima. The global optimal
solution cannot be found quickly. The existing classifiers will
end up searching after the local optimal solutionwhichwill be
mistaken as the global optimal solution. Evolutionary compu-
tation (EC) techniques have excellent global search ability,
but in the past several decades, EC techniques were only
used to improve the performance of classifiers by optimizing
their parameters, structures, or inputs [13]–[16]. For exam-
ple, Chen et al. [13] designed an integrated hybrid algorithm
for training radial basis function neural network (RBFNN).
The proposed integrated approach IPGO was composed of
two approaches: particle swarm optimization (PSO) and
genetic algorithm (GA), and it combines both their advan-
tages to improve the learning performance of RBFNN. The
IPGO algorithm with PSO-based and GA-based approaches
had shown promising results in some benchmark problems.
Besides, PSO was employed by Xue et al. [16] to opti-
mize the inputs of classification methods. In their methods,
three new initialization strategies and three new personal
best and global best updating mechanisms were proposed to
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develop novel feature selection approaches with the goals
of maximizing the classification performance, minimizing
the number of features, and reducing the computational
time.
Xue et al. [17] proposed an optimization model for classi-
fication problems, and they used fireworks algorithm (FWA)
to solve the optimization classification problem. The work of
Xue et al. [17] has proved that EC techniques can be used to
solve classification problems directly. However, the number
of datasets employed in [17] is limited, and the employed EC
algorithm is relatively simple. In addition, FWA is not very
flexible, in particular, it does not utilize more information
about other good solutions in the swarm. In other words,
the individuals are not well-informed by the whole swarm.
Thus, many researchers have designed different methods to
improve the performance of FWA [18]–[21]. However, in the
existing research work, the performance of FWA is improved
usually by modifying its parameters or operators. For exam-
ple, Yu et al. [18] proposed a FWA with differential evo-
lution (DE) mutation operator (FWA-DM), which replaces
the fireworks algorithm’s Gaussian mutation operator by a
differential mutation operator. In addition, Zheng et al. [19]
improved FWA by introducing DE operators. The new algo-
rithm increases the degree of information sharing among the
fireworks and sparks, and diversifies the search process.
Self-adaptive mechanism is useful for developing EC tech-
niques, and many effective self-adaptive EC techniques have
been proposed in recent years. Many researchers have intro-
duced self-adaptive mechanisms into EC techniques and
they have achieved better results [22]–[29]. For example,
Fan and Yan [22] proposed a DE algorithmwith self-adaptive
mutation strategy and control parameters (SSCPDE) to opti-
mize the operating conditions. Simulation results show that
the performance of SSCPDE is better than that of the other
6 state-of-the-art DE variants. Banitalebi et al. [23] proposed
a new self-adaptive binary DE algorithm (SabDE). SabDE
was compared to some existing state-of-the-art algorithms
on a set of benchmark problems, and their results revealed
that the proposed algorithm was superior to the existing
algorithms on those problems. Additionally, Xue et al. [24]
proposed an ensemble of evolution algorithm based on
self-adaptive learning population search techniques (EEA-
SLPS) to solve the numerical optimization problems, and
the experimental results indicate that the universality and
robustness performance of EEA-SLPS is better than other
state-of-the-art algorithms. EC techniques with self-adaptive
mechanism have usually achieved excellent performance.
Inspired by the powerful ability of self-adaptive mechanism,
we introduce this mechanism into FWA for optimization
classification problems in this paper.
In this research, first, we present an optimization clas-
sification model for classification problems. Through this
model, classification problems can be solved by EC tech-
niques. Second, we propose a self-adaptive fireworks algo-
rithm (SaFWA). Four efficient candidate solution generation
strategies (CSGSs) from differential evolution are employed
in SaFWA. The purpose of this research is to extensively
investigate the performance of SaFWAwhen it is employed in
classification problems. This is achieved as follows: we first
convert classification problems into optimization problems,
then we use SaFWA to solve the optimization problems.
Some preliminary work has been presented in [17] and [30].
To further investigation, in the experiments, eight differ-
ent data sets from UCI Machine Learning Repository are
employed, and the proposed algorithm is compared with
many other state-of-the-art algorithms.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
gives an outline of the FWA algorithm. Section III focuses
on the self-adaptive mechanism and four CSGSs. Section IV
presents the optimization classification model. Section V
describes the experimental design. Section VI presents the
experimental results and analysis. Section VII concludes the
study and provides an insight into the future trends.
II. RELATIVE WORK
FWA is a new swarm intelligent algorithm which was pro-
posed in 2010 by Tan and Zhu [31] and Guendouz et al. [32]
for complex optimization problems. It searches for an optimal
point in the search space by iterating the explosion operation
and the selection operation.
The process of FWA is presented as follows: At first,
n fireworks are initialized randomly, and their qualities (fit-
ness) are evaluated to determine the explosion amplitudes and
the numbers of sparks. Subsequently, the fireworks explode
and generate sparks within their local space. To ensure diver-
sity and balance of the global and local search, the explosion
amplitudes and the population sizes of the newly generated
explosion sparks differ among the fireworks. A firework with
better fitness can generate a larger population of explosion
sparks within a smaller range (explosion amplitude). On the
contrary, a firework with worse fitness value can only gen-
erate a smaller population within a larger range (explosion
amplitude). This technique allows the balance between explo-
ration and exploitation capabilities during the search process.
After the explosion, another type of sparks is generated by
Gaussian mutation operator. The idea behind this is to further
ensure diversity of the swarm. At last, individuals from the
current generation of fireworks and sparks are selected to
enter into the next generation.
For this explosion operator, the explosion amplitudes and
the numbers of explosion sparks are two important factors,
and they are respectively defined as follows.
si = m · ymax − f (xi)+ ξn∑
i=1
(ymax − f (xi))+ ξ
(1)
Ai = Aˆ · f (xi)− ymin + ξn∑
i=1
(f (xi)− ymin)+ ξ
(2)
where m and Aˆ is a parameter controlling the total number of
sparks and the maximum explosion amplitude generated by
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the n fireworks, f (xi) is the function value of xi, ymax and ymin
are respectively the maximum and minimum fitness values
among the nfireworks, and ξ , which denotes the smallest con-
stant in the computer, is utilized to avoid zero-division-error.
The selection probability of a location xi is defined as
follows.
p (xi) = L (xi)∑
j∈K
L
(
xj
) (3)
where L (xi) denotes the general distance between a location
xi and other locations.
The framework of the FWA is described in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 The Framework of FWA
Input: input parameters including maximum explosion
amplitude m, total number of sparks Aˆ
Output: the best location and its fitness value.
1 Randomly initialize n locations to set off fireworks and
evaluate their fitness;
2 while stop criteria == false do
3 foreach firework xi do
4 Calculate the number of sparks that the firework
yields: sˆi as Eq.(1);
5 Obtain locations of sˆi sparks of the firework xi
according to Eq.(2);
6 end
7 for k=1:n do
8 Generate a specific spark for the firework xk
with Gaussian explosion;
9 end
10 Evaluate each location and store the best location
and its fitness value;
11 Select the best location and keep it for next
explosion generation;
12 Randomly select n-1 locations from the two types of
sparks and the current fireworks according to the
probability given in Eq.(3);
13 end
III. SELF-ADAPTIVE FIREWORKS ALGORITHM
A. SELF-ADAPTIVE MECHANISM
Obviously, a fireworks algorithm with only single CSGS
cannot meet demands of solving a wide range of practi-
cal problems because different problems have their spe-
cific characteristics. Meanwhile, many existing EC meth-
ods may still suffer from the problems of getting trapped
into local optima. Moreover, it is time-consuming to select
a suitable EC method manually for a classification prob-
lem. Thus, a self-adaptive mechanism and several CSGSs
are employed in SaFWA. Different CSGSs are suitable for
different problems, and they can also increase the diversity
of solutions. The self-adaptive mechanism can dynamically
choose the best CSGS for the corresponding problem during
the search process of optimization classification problems,
which can improve the universality and robustness of the
algorithm.
The process of self-adaptive mechanism is described as
follows: Four CSGSs are used in a strategy pool, and each
CSGS has its selection probability value (P). straNum repre-
sents the number of CSGSs. It is noted that different number
of CSGSs may be used depending on problem character-
istics. At the initialization phase, the selection probability
value (P) for each CSGS is the same, and it is set to be
the reciprocal of straNum (1/4). Each individual is assigned
a CSGS, which is chosen from the strategy pool randomly.
The strategy which is selected from the strategy pool is
denoted as curStra. The new individual, which is produced
using curStra, will be evaluated. Then, the new individual
and the previous one are compared against each other. If the
fitness of the new individual is better than that of the previous
one, the strategy flag success matrix (straFlagS) of curStra
will be updated. Otherwise, the strategy flag failure matrix
(straFlagF) will be updated. At the beginning of each iter-
ation, the straFlagS and straFlagF of all the strategies are
set to 0. The information stored in straFlagS and straFlagF
will be counted in total flag success matrix (totalFlagS) and
total flag failure matrix (totalFlagF), respectively. Moreover,
both straFlagS and straFlagF are initialized to 0 for the next
generation.When the number of iteration reaches the learning
period (LP), new P of each CSGS will be produced based on
Equations (4) and (5).
Pq′ =

LP∑
n=1
totalFlagSn/(
LP∑
n=1
totalFlagSn
+
LP∑
n=1
totalFlagFn),
LP∑
n=1
totalFlagSn 6= 0
(
LP∑
n=1
totalFlagSn + ε)/
LP∑
n=1
totalFlagFn,
LP∑
n=1
totalFlagSn = 0
(4)
P = Pq′/
straNum∑
q=1
Pq′ (5)
where q ∈ {1, 2, ..., straNum}, ε represents a small constant
closed to 0,
∑LP
n=1 totalFlagSn and
∑LP
n=1 totalFlagFn repre-
sents the number of successful and failed operation during the
evolutionary process, P is the new selection probabilities of
all strategies.
B. CANDIDATE SOLUTION GENERATION
STRATEGIES (CSGSS)
The CSGSs greatly affect the efficiency of SaFWA.
4 CSGSs [33] are used in the strategy pool. These strategies
are themost popular DE strategy variants [34]–[36], and all of
them have achieve great performance evidenced by previous
applications.
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1) DE/rand /1 (CSGS1): The new mutation vector is gen-
erated by using a random individual and a difference
vector that mutates two random individuals.
VG+1i = XGr1 + F(XGr2 − XGr3) (6)
2) DE/rand /2 (CSGS2): The new mutation vector is gen-
erated by using a random individual and a difference
vector that mutates four random individuals.
VG+1i = XGr1 + F(XGr2 − XGr3)+ F(XGr4 − XGr5) (7)
3) DE/best/2 (CSGS3): The new mutation vector is gen-
erated by using the best individual of the current gener-
ation and a difference vector that mutates four random
individuals.
VG+1i = XGbest + F(XGr1 − XGr2)+ F(XGr3 − XGr4) (8)
4) DE/current-to-best/2 (CSGS4): The newmutation vec-
tor is generated by using the current individual and a
difference vector that mutates the best individual of
the current generation, the current individual, and four
random individuals.
VG+1i = XGi + F(XGbest − XGi )+ F(XGr1 − XGr2)
+F(XGr3 − XGr4) (9)
In the above four equations (Eqs 6-9), G is the number of
current generation, G + 1 is the next generation, Xr1 , Xr2 ,
Xr3 , Xr4 are different individuals, parameter F ∈ [−1, 1].
XGi is the current individual, and V
G+1
i is the newly pro-
duced individual. Xbest is the individual with the best fitness
value.
According to the strategy selection probability P, one
strategy can be chosen through the roulette wheel algorithm
during evolutionary process. At first, the selection probability
value (P) for each CSGS is the same, and it is set to the
reciprocal of straNum. After that, the strategy which achieves
better performance will be selected with higher possibility by
the self-adaptive mechanism. This can greatly improve the
ability of SaFWA when solving different kinds of problems.
The datails of SaFWA is described in Algorithm 2.
IV. OPTIMIZATION CLASSIFICATION MODEL AND
OBJECTIVE FUNCTION
For a data set D, 70% of data in D is selected as the training
set T . The examples of training data can be written as
x11, x12, ..., x1d , y1
x21, x22, ..., x2d , y2
...
xm1, xm2, ..., xmd , ym
 (10)
where (xi, yi) is the ith example, xi=xi1, xi2, ..., xid is the ith
sample, yi ∈ {1, 2, · · · , l} (i = 1, 2, · · · ,m) is the label of
the ith sample.
Algorithm 2 SaFWA
Input: Set parameter values including max number of
fitness evaluations (MaxFES), current number
of fitness evaluations (fitCount = 0), straNum,
pq = 1/straNum for each q ∈ straNum,
LP = 10, straFlagS, straFlagF, totalFlagS,
totalFlagF , curIter = 0, flagIter = 0.
Output: the best location
1 Randomly initialize n locations to set off fireworks and
evaluate their fitness;
2 while fitCount < MaxFES do
3 foreach firework xi do
4 Calculate the number of sparks that the firework
yields: sˆi by Eq.(1);
5 Obtain locations of sˆi sparks of the firework xi
by Eq.(2);
6 end
7 foreach i < n+ s1 + ...+ sn do
8 Select one CSGS for current solution xi from
the strategy pool by roulette wheel selection
method based on p1,p2,...,pstraNum. curStra is
selected. Generate a new solution xnewi by the
selected CSGS, and calculate its fitness value;
9 if f
(
xnewi
)
is better than f (xi) then
10 straFlagSi,curStra = 1;
11 Replace xi with xnewi ;
12 else
13 straFlagFi,curStra = 1;
14 end
15 fitCount=fitCount+1;
16 end
17 curIter = curIter+1;
18 Update the totalFlagS and totalFlagF with the sum
of all the rows in straFlagS and straFlagF , and
reset straFlagS and straFlagF to be all-zero matrix;
19 if (curIter − flagIter) == LP then
20 flagIter = curIter ;
21 Update {p1, p2, ..., pcuraNum} based on
totalFlagS and totalFlagF according to Eqs. (4)
and (5);
22 Reset totalFlagS and totalFlagF ;
23 end
24 Evaluate each location and store the best location
and its fitness value;
25 Select the best location and n− 1 locations by the
roulette wheel algorithm and keep them for the next
generation according to the probability given in
Eq.(3);
26 end
First, we introduce a weight vector W = (w1,w2, ...,wd ),
and set up Eq. (11):
w1x11 + w2x12 + ...+ wdx1d = y1
w1x21 + w2x22 + ...+ wdx2d = y2
...
w1xm1 + w2xm2 + ...+ wdxmd = ym
(11)
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From Eq. (11), we can see that if a solution for Equa-
tion (11) can be found, the label of xi could be predicted
according to this solution. Obviously, this kind of problems
can be solved efficiently by other EC techniques [30], [37].
Let
A =

x11, x12, ..., x1D
x21, x22, ..., x2D
...
xm1, xm2, ..., xmD
 and Y =

y1
y2
...
ym
 (12)
Thus, Equation (11) can be abbreviated as A ·W T = Y. We
then present the following theorem:
Theorem 1: If the equation set has no solution, the
necessary and sufficient condition is R(A) < R(A,Y ). If the
equation set has a unique solution, the necessary and suffi-
cient condition is R(A) = R(A,Y ) = D. If the equation set
has many solutions, the necessary and sufficient condition is
R(A) = R(A,Y ) < D.
R(A) is the rank of matrix A. In most cases, the number
of example is far greater than the number of dimensions
of an example. So, Equation (11) will be an inconsistent
equation set with high probability. And then, in most cases,
no exact solution for the inconsistent equation set will be
calculated. However, this is an optimization classification
problem, and it is not necessary to find an exact solution
for this set of equations. In fact, for a classification problem,
it is sufficient to find approximate solutions for the following
equations:
A ·W T ≈ Y ∼=

w1x11 + w2x12 + ...+ wDx1D ≈ y1
w1x21 + w2x22 + ...+ wDx2D ≈ y2
...
w1xm1 + w2xm2 + ...+ wDxmD ≈ ym
(13)
In this process, we can predict the label of xi belonging
to yi if yi−δ ≤ w1xi1 + w2xi2 + ... + wdxid < yi+δ,
(yi ∈ {1, 2, · · · , l}), where δ is a small threshold, it will be
described that how to generate this value.
y1−δ ≤ w1x11 + w2x12 + ...+ wdx1d < y1+δ
y2−δ ≤ w1x21 + w2x22 + ...+ wdx2d < y2+δ
...
ym−δ ≤ w1xm1 + w2xm2 + ...+ wdxmd < ym+δ
(14)
The above is a continuous numerical optimization prob-
lem, and obviously, EC techniques can be employed to solve
this kind of problems. The objective function can be defined
as follow:
min(f (W ) =
√√√√√ m∑
i=1
d∑
j=1
(wj · xij − yi)2) (15)
In this research, we estimate the lower and upper bound-
aries of wi, i = 1, 2, ..., d by the following equations:
±σ
N∑
i=1
yi
N∑
i=1
d∑
j=1
xij
(16)
where σ is a control parameter which can adjust the
range of the boundaries. Finally, we acknowledge that
a more representitative non-linear model may be used
instead of Equation (11) to further improve the learn-
ing performance, but this is beyond the scope of
this research and we will explore this in our future
work.
V. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
A. DATASETS
Eight different datasets were used in the experiments. The
datasets were chosen from the UCI Machine Learning
Repository [38]. The detailed information of all the datasets
is presented in Table 1. The datasets have various numbers
of features, classes and samples. For each dataset, examples
were randomly divided into two sections: 70% of them were
used as the training sets and the rest were used as the test
sets.
TABLE 1. Description of data.
B. PARAMETER SETTINGS
Eight different algorithms were chosen for experiments. They
were standard FWA, FWA with CSGS1 (FWA-CSGS1),
FWAwith CSGS2 (FWA-CSGS2), FWAwith CSGS3 (FWA-
CSGS3), FWAwith CSGS4 (FWA-CSGS4), SaFWA,DE and
PSO [39], [40]. All the algorithms were employed to find
W to minimize
√
m∑
i=1
(
d∑
j=1
wj · xij − yi)2 on each dataset. For
SaFWA, standard FWA and FWA variants with single CSGS,
each algorithm ran 26 times on each dataset, and the max-
imum number of fitness evaluations (NFE) was set up to
100,000. The other parameter settings of FWA were: n = 10,
m = 90, a = 0.04, b = 0.8, Aˆ = 2, mˆ = 8. LP = 10, and
straNum = 4.
After W was found, we calculated the classification accu-
racy for each example as follow: (xi, yi), if −0.5 ≤ (W T ·
xi − yi) < +0.5, then we deemed the class label of
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TABLE 2. Classification accuracies of eight algorithms on training sets.
TABLE 3. Classification accuracies of eight algorithms on test sets.
(xi, yi) was correctly predicted. So the classification accu-
racy for the whole data set can be calculated by count-
ing the number of the examples which had the correct
results.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The experimental results of all the algorithms on the train-
ing sets and test sets over 26 independent trials are listed
in Tables 2 and 3 in terms ofmean values (Mean) and standard
deviations (Std). We compared SaFWA with PSO, DE, stan-
dard FWA, FWA-CSGS1, FWA-CSGS2, FWA-CSGS3 and
FWA-CSGS4. To investigate the robustness of the eight algo-
rithms on the training sets or test sets, their box plots on the
8 datasets are shown in Figures 1 and 2. Moreover, Figure 3
illustrates the convergence characteristics of SaFWA, stan-
dard FWA, PSO, and DE on both the 8 training datasets in
terms of the fitness values as opposed to the corresponding
objective functions. The best results in terms of mean values
are typed in bold.
A. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS ON
TRAINING SETS
By observing Table 2, we can see that the following results:
SaFWA has better performance than DE on 7 datasets,
and worse performance than DE on 1 dataset. SaFWA has
better performance than PSO on all the datasets. SaFWA
has better performance than standard FWA on 5 datasets,
similar performance on 2 datasets, and worse performance
than standard FWA on 1 dataset. SaFWA has better perfor-
mance than FWA-CSGS1 on 5 datasets, similar performance
on 1 dataset, and worse performance than FWA-CSGS1 on
2 datasets. SaFWA has better performance than FWA-
CSGS2 on 6 datasets, similar performance on 1 dataset, and
worse performance than FWA-CSGS2 on 1 dataset. SaFWA
has better performance than FWA-CSGS3 on 5 datasets,
similar performance on 2 datasets, and worse performance
than FWA-CSGS3 on 1 dataset. SaFWA has better perfor-
mance than FWA-CSGS4 on 5 datasets, similar performance
on 1 dataset, and worse performance than FWA-CSGS4 on
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FIGURE 1. Box plots of accuracy on the training sets. (a) Biodegradation. (b) Climate model. (c) Fertility. (d) German. (e) Ionosphere. (f) Iris. (g) Spect
heart. (h) WBCD.
2 datasets. This means that SaFWA performs better than
other algorithms on most training sets. To examine stability
of the eight algorithms, the box plots of the eight algo-
rithms on the 8 training datasets are shown in Figure 1,
from which it is observed that the robustness of SaFWA
is better than that of the other algorithms on 4 datasets,
similar to that of the other algorithms on 3 datasets, and
worse than that of the other algorithms on 1 dataset. This
means that SaFWA is more robust than the other algorithms.
Thus, SaFWA obtains higher classification accuracy and it
has much better robustness in most cases. Overall, SaFWA
performs much better than the other algorithms in terms
of classification accuracy and robustness on the training
datasets.
B. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
ON TEST SETS
We further compare SaFWA with DE, PSO, standard
FWA, FWA-CSGS1, FWA-CSGS2, FWA-CSGS3 and
FWA-CSGS4 on the corresponding 8 test sets. The results are
shown in Table 3, it can be observed that SaFWA has better
performance than DE on 6 datasets and worse performance
than DE on 2 datasets. SaFWA has better performance than
PSO on all the datasets. SaFWA has better performance
than standard FWA on 5 datasets, similar performance on
1 dataset, and worse performance than standard FWA on
2 datasets. SaFWA has better performance than FWA-CSGS1
on 4 datasets, similar performance on 1 dataset, and worse
performance than FWA-CSGS1 on 3 datasets. SaFWA has
better performance than FWA-CSGS2 on 5 datasets, simi-
lar performance on 1 dataset, and worse performance than
FWA-CSGS2 on 2 datasets. SaFWA has better performance
than FWA-CSGS3 on 5 datasets, similar performance on
1 dataset, and worse performance than FWA-CSGS3 on
2 datasets. SaFWA has better performance than FWA-
CSGS4 on 4 datasets, similar performance on 2 datasets, and
worse performance than FWA-CSGS4 on 2 datasets. In order
to observe the robustness of the eight algorithms, the box
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FIGURE 2. Box plots of accuracy on test sets. (a) Biodegradation. (b) Climate model. (c) Fertility. (d) German. (e) Ionosphere. (f) Iris. (g) Spect heart.
(h) WBCD.
plots are shown in Figure 2, from which we can observe that
the robustness of SaFWA is better than that of the other algo-
rithms on 4 datasets, similar to that of the other algorithms
on 3 datasets, and worse than that of the other algorithms
on 1 dataset. Overall, the performance of SaFWA is better
than that of the other algorithms on the test sets in terms of
classification accuracy and stability. It is due to four effective
SCGSs can increase the diversity of solutions and avoid
trapping in local optima. Besides, the self-adaptive mech-
anism of SaFWA can dynamically choose the best CSGS
for the corresponding problem during the search process
of optimization classification problems, which can achieve
better performance than other fixed algorithms. On thewhole,
it is possible and reliable to solve classification problems by
EC techniques using the classification optimization model,
and all the eight algorithms have high classification accuracy.
Besides, the results obtained by SaFWA are better than those
obtained by other algorithms.
C. CONVERGENCE PERFORMANCE OF STANDARD
FWA AND SAFWA
Figure 3 illustrates the convergence characteristics of DE,
PSO, standard FWA and SaFWA on the 8 datasets in terms of
fitness value. In order to make the images clearer, we convert
fitness to efitness named as relevantFitness. So the horizontal
axis and vertical axis represent the corresponding evolu-
tion generations and relevant fitness, respectively. By com-
paring the convergence curves of these four algorithms,
it can be observed that at the beginning stage of evolu-
tion, SaFWA converges faster than other three algorithms
on most datasets. Besides, at the later stages, although the
convergence performance of the four algorithms decreases
significantly, the value of objective function obtained by
SaFWA is lower than those of the other three algorithms on
most datasets. Thus, SaFWA has a better diversity property
instead of stagnating into local optima. In addition to that,
the convergence speed of SaFWA is faster, and the objective
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FIGURE 3. Curves of convergence on the eight datasets. (a) Biodegradation. (b) Climate model. (c) Fertility. (d) German. (e) Ionosphere. (f) Iris. (g) Spect
heart. (h) WBCD.
fitness of SaFWA is usually lower than that of DE, PSO and
standard FWA.
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
There are many excellent methods proposed to solve
classification problems and they all have good perfor-
mance for classification. In this research, we propose an
optimization classification model, and it can be used to
solve classification problems by most EC techniques easily
and straightforwardly. Besides, SaFWA, which employed a
self-adaptive mechanism and four CSGSs, has been devel-
oped. Eight different datasets have been employed in the
experiments. The results show that it is possible to solve
classification problems by EC techniques with this new clas-
sification optimization model, and the performance of EC
technique on classification problems indicates that it is a
promising technique to straightforwardly solve classification
problems by EC techniques. Moreover, the performance of
SaFWA is better than that of DE, PSO, standard FWA and
FWA variants with single CSGS.
Our next work is to further improve the optimization classi-
fication model and SaFWA. More data sets which are of high
dimensions or more classes will be tested in the experiments.
Finally, we will also take the structure of optimal classifica-
tion model into account and consider using non-linear models
for more complicated classification tasks.
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